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The Saskatoon Jewish Cultural Association
Presents 

A GLOBAL 
VILLAGE
 November 21   

Sunday Afternoon   2:00
Jewish Community Centre

ON THE EXTENDED STAGE  
Multi-Cultural Orchestra

Dance Groups from Various Cultures
Singers and Displays

Drum Ensemble
Meewasin Brass Quartet Cheers,                                                                        

Saskatoon Klezmer Band                                                                                             
AND

The Establishment of a New 
World Arts Organization

ADMISSION : Adults: $10.00
Seniors and Students: $5.00

The 56th

B'nai Brith Silver Plate Dinner
Wednesday, November 10

TCU Place
Dinner Chairman: David Katzman 

Ticket Chairman: Arnie Shaw
Silent Auction: Ron Gitlin, Ian Buckwold, Mike Levine

Audio/Visual: Bryce Sasko, Steven Simpson
Master of Ceremonies: Dr. Steven Goluboff

Prizes up to $15,000 • Silent and Live Auction

Cocktails: 5:00 • Dinner: 6:30 • Program: 7:30
Tickets:$200

Proceeds support many local community needs 
and Congregation Agudas Israel.  

10:00 am 
Children's 
Hanukkah 

Activity Fair, 
Community Book 

Fair
& Sale Sisterhood 

Gift Shop

Want to be 
a star and 
never got 
the chance?
Come join 
“The Golden 
Latkes” 
areivim@ 
sasktel.net

Adults 10$ Student/Child 5$ Family 30$ Plus voluntary Donation - Friends Welcome

11:00 am 
The 

Sensational 
Golden 
Latkes 
Variety 
show

12:00 
pm 

Latkes 
& 

Lunch

Amos Guiora is a Professor of Law at 
the S.J. Quinney College of Law, the 
University of Utah. Guiora who teaches 
Criminal Procedure, International Law, 
Global Perspectives on Counterterrorism 
and Religion and Terrorism incorporates 
innovative scenario-based instruction to 
address national and international security 
issues and dilemmas.  He is a Member of 

Internationally Renowned Lawyer 
& Terrorist Expert 

Amos 
Guiora
will speak at 

Congregation Agudas 
Israel

Tuesday, November 23
 7:30 pm

continued on page 14
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Hadassah-WIZO News
CHW is Canada’s leading Jewish women’s philanthropic organization. Founded in 
1917, CHW is non-political, volunteer driven and funds a multitude of programs and 
projects for Children, Healthcare and Women in Israel and Canada. 

This Page is Sponsored by Saskatoon Hadassah WIZO

by Linda Shaw

1.  CHW is Canada’s leading Jewish women’s 
philanthropic organization. Founded in 
1917, CHW is non-political, volunteer 
driven and funds a multitude of programs 
and projects for Children, Healthcare and 
Women in Israel and Canada.  It feels 
good to represent our Chapter for such an 
important and influential organization and 
to know we “do good”.

2.  Our Saskatoon Sarah Goldenberg Chapter 
is alive and well. The Pot Luck Dinner 
Opening Meeting was well attended, 
spirited and lots of fun.  Many thanks to 
Leila Goluboff for hosting the event at her 
home and to everyone who helped make 
it so delicious.

3.  The social aspect of our organization 
continues to be the main draw for our 
members.  We like each other, want to visit 
with each other and want to work together 
to achieve our Hadassah-WIZO goals.  It’s 
still not too late to become a member. Call 
me.

4. The chapter members who attended were 
enthusiastic and voted to continue our 
Raffle for a Jewish-style Dinner for 8, 
starting with selling the $2 tickets at the 
B’nai Brith Silver Plate Dinner. Be sure to 
get your tickets before mid-January.

5.  My announcement that the 2011 Silver 
Spoon Dinner is a “Go” was extremely 
well-received.  Jan Gitlin has lined up a 
fantastic guest entertainer.  Watch the next 
bulletin for the big “Who?” announce-
ment.  The Dinner will be Tuesday, May 
31st.  The excellent news:  Heather Fenyes 
has agreed to be my Co-chair.  I won’t be 
retiring after all but she’ll take on a huge 
chunk of the organizing for me.  Yay!!!!

6.  Younger members attended the opening 
meeting too and even volunteered to help 
with the Silver Spoon Dinner in a major 
way. Robin Sasko and Sarah Goluboff 
will be the new Ticket Chairs.  WOW.  It 
really gives me hope for the future of our 
organization in Saskatoon.  Thanks gals. 

7. Rita Gillies has agreed to speak about her 

experiences this summer in Rwanda at our 
next meeting, Tuesday, November 16th 
at June Avivi’s new condo at 7:30 p.m..

8. Sending Hadassah cards makes it very 
easy for you to recognize special events 
and special friends while easily helping 
our organization. Dianne will even mail 
them for you. Call her: 652-5916

9. Saskatoon women and men are among the 
most generous supporters of CHW.  I will 
be asking you all before the end of Decem-
ber to continue to give very generously 
to our Annual CHW Campaign. I am 
confident our community, members and 
non-members alike, will donate.  Thank 
you so much for supporting our essential 
projects and programs.

10. And finally, I still don’t have to fight off 
any president-wanna-be’s. (But I would 
be even happier if there were members 
who did want to take on leadership roles.) 

See you at June’s, November 16th.

Jewish-Style 
Dinner for 8

In your own home
Win a five-course dinner for eight.

Raffle Tickets – only $2 each
Support Hadassah-WIZO

 "Opening Pot Luck Dinner and Meeting" at Leila Goluboff's

Top 10 Reasons I’m a Happy Hadassah President: 
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Editorial
by Steven Goluboff
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THe BULLeTIN

MAZEL TOV AND CONGRATULATIONS TO:
• Leona Wasserman upon the wedding of her daughter Paula to Adam 

Rosenfeld in Hawaii. 
• Alan Rosenberg and Lesley-Ann Crone upon the engagement of their 

son Matthew to Brigette Yelen of Los Angeles, California. 
• Noah Fenyes, son of Heather and Les on his appointment to First Year 

Student Hillel Vice President, the highest board position for a first year Hillel student at 
University of Western Ontario.

• Sherwood and Elaine Sharfe, whose daughter, Pamela Bielak was honoured by the 
Hospital for Sick Children in Toronto for her fundraising work done over several years. 

• Monty Keene Pishney-Floyd. On November 20th, the internationally acclaimed Monte 
Keene Pishny-Floyd, a Saskatoon-based composer and now one of Canada’s senior 

composers, will be the focus of the world-premiere of his new work, Rozhraní: Bolestné 
a Radostné (“Interface: Sorrow and Joy”), commissioned by the SSO for a special 

appearance by Viennese-based Elena Denisova, guest violin soloist , and her husband, 
Alexei Kornienko, guest conductor. A unique spinoff of this commission is that  

Pishny-Floyd donated his $10,500 commission fee back to the SSO; in turn, that amount 
was matched by the Remai matching grant campaign. 

• Monte and Annette Pishney-Floyd whose daughter Sarah Fox and husband Rabbi 
Gerald Fox became the happy parents of twin boys, Matan Tzvi and Doron Mordechai in 

Philadelphia on October 11th 2010. 
• Dr. David Kaplan who was honoured and recognized by two former students, 

Xiaoping Xu and his wife Ling Chen, graduates with Masters of Music 
Degrees twenty years ago. As a tribute to David and their music 

professors, they presented a gift of one million dollars to the 
Department of Music, providing  financial aid for music students.

WELCOME NEW MEMBERS
• Daphne Taras and Allen Ponak: Daphne Taras and Allen Ponak are 
newcomers to Saskatchewan.  Daphne is Dean of the Edwards School of 
Business and is a professor of labour and employment relations.  Born in 
Israel, raised in Toronto, educated at York, Duke, Calgary, and Osgoode 
Hall, she is a big believer in life-long learning.  Allen is a distinguished 

labour arbitrator, and is an adjunct professor at the Edwards School and a professor emeritus 
at University of Calgary.  He was born and raised in Montreal, and was educated at McGill, 
Michigan State, and Wisconsin.  Daphne and Allen were both active in the Calgary Jewish 
community during the 25 years they spent in Calgary. They have four adult children between 
23 and 26 years of age, all boys.  They are proud to have organized and survived four separate 
bar mitzvahs in two and a half years.  None of the offspring are married yet.  Allen is an avid 
adventurer who has travelled to many exotic locations.  Daphne has pretended to enjoy hiking, 
trekking, and adventure travel for the sake of their marriage, but would much rather shop for 
shoes.  They look forward to getting to know Saskatoon.
• Libby Good: Libby has lived In Saskatoon for many years and it is wonderful to have her 

join Congregation Agudas Israel. 

GET WELL WISHES TO:
• Dr. Jeff Hesselson of North Battleford who is recovering well 

after a short hospital stay in Saskatoon. 
• Pauline Laimon

The Mission Statement of Congregation Agudas Israel
Congregation Agudas Israel is a spiritual, religious, educational and social home committed 
to deepening the quality of Jewish life in Saskatoon and district. We are an evolving link in 
the historical traditions of the Jewish people. We are a progressive, democratic and sensitive 
congregation responding to the widest spectrum of Jewish thought and practice.

Written at the 2002 Kallah by the members of Congregation Agudas Israel

FROM OUR CONGReGATIONAL FAMILY

As I write this editorial, 
we can all sadly feel 
the coolness of winter 
approach with rain, sleet 
and probably snow by the 
time we hit the presses. 
The fall has been an 

interesting one with a pleasant reprieve from 
the poor summer and month of September. At 
least our farmers had an opportunity to salvage 
what crops were left. We finally had a true 
good news story out of Chile and witnessed 
a true feat of human spirit, creativity and 
technology as the Chilean miners were rescued 
from what initially appeared to be a definite 
tragedy. Prayer, God and religion may have 
had their flames grow stronger as this saga ran 
its course. In our community, we soldier on 
with a multitude of programs and events over 
the next two months. Our UJA kickoff of last 
week and the words of Ethiopian immigrant 
Shai Fredo will hopefully bring home the 
importance of the work we do raising money 
for the United Jewish Appeal. We not only 
benefit our own community through the Young 
Shlichim program but we also act as advocates 
for Jews at risk around the world. The amazing 
exodus of Ethiopian Jews to Israel many years 
ago could not have happened without the 
Jewish Agency and the State of Israel. Heather 
Fenyes’ moving and poignant address to the 
community reinforces that we are a diverse 
people and certainly do not share the same 
views at all times and definitely do not support 
all of the actions that occur in Israel, either 
from the Ultra Orthodox or the government 
of the day. But Israel does deserve our love, 
respect and support in spite of its internal 
challenges. In November, B’nai Brith hosts 
the 56th Annual Silver Plate Dinner, a huge 
task which deserves the full support of the 
community, as this organization continues to 
be a major patron of Congregation Agudas 
Israel. Later in the month, we are fortunate to 
have a renowned lawyer and world respected 
expert on terrorism in our city, speaking at the 
University and at CAS on November 23rd. 
It is an opportunity not to be missed. The 
inimitable David Kaplan , for whom a million 
dollar donation to the Music Department by 
two former Chinese students was made in his 
honour, brings to CAS on November 21st A 
Global Village, a medley of music, dance, and 
singing from various cultures. And finally, in 
early December our new Shlichim offer us the 
Golden Latkes Variety Show, with a Hannukah 
Activity Fair and the annual Community book 
sale. All of these activities will certainly warm 
us up in the cold months ahead.



           
Bus: (306) 242-6000  Cell: 241-1900

For
RESULTS, 
SERVICE &
EXPERIENCE
call me today. 
I look forward to working with you!

Member of REMAX 
Chairman Club

Lifetime Achievement Award 
2006

#5 Remax Team 2009

Saskatoon

Leila Goluboff
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Hazzan’s Notes: Congregational Melodies
by Hazzan Neil Schwartz

From Heather's Garden 
From the President's Rosh Hashana Address

by Heather Fenyes, President

continued on page 13

What are some of 
the functions played 
by congregational 
melodies during ser-
vices?  What are some 
of the issues and deci-
sions involved with 
using these melodies?  

How can chanting congregational melodies 
enhance our communal worship experience?

One function of congregational melodies 
is to facilitate organized participation in our 
services.  By singing together, congregants 
have a chance to do something interactive dur-
ing services rather than simply participating 
passively by watching and listening.

This reflects a significant change in the 
nature of congregations since WW II.  Until 
the 1940’s, a large percentage of congregants 
who attended services had the traditional 
sort of Jewish education that enabled them 
to participate actively in “davenning” with 
a back-and-forth type of musical “give-and-
take” with the Hazzan.

The Hazzan would start a given paragraph, 
everyone would murmur along quietly, and 

then the Hazzan would chant the end of that 
paragraph aloud and go on to the next one.  In 
this context, there was so much congregation-
al participation that two types of occasional 
“interruptions” were actually quite welcome.

For certain paragraphs the Hazzan would 
sometimes chant the entire text aloud, using 
the “Nusach HaTefillah” (musical prayer-
modes) to express the meaning of the Hebrew 
Siddur text.  Since everyone was usually 
actively murmuring along quietly with most 
of the prayers, it felt good to occasionally sit 
back and listen as the Hazzan chanted alone.

The other type of occasional “interruption” 
was the congregational melody, but these were 
often handled differently before WW II.  Now 
we sing together an entire prayer or paragraph 
from start to finish, sometimes even including 
the Brachah at the end.  When congregational 
melodies were first written in the early 20th 
century, they were usually a refrain for the 
congregation to sing between sentences that 
the Hazzan chanted alone. 

So what changed after WW II?  Despite the 
flourishing of the afternoon Hebrew School 
throughout the newly suburban Jewish com-

munity, it could not provide the intensity of 
Jewish education that had been available in 
the “Yeshiva” (private Jewish day-school) or 
the “Cheder” (afternoon and Sunday School 
which met five days each week). 

Modern community Jewish Day Schools 
were not yet well established outside of the 
Orthodox world, and the only setting in which 

In Schtetel Europe, 
Jewish life, culture 
and tradition were vi-
brant.    Judaism was 
inter-woven through 

everyday life.   There were no Orthodox, 
Conservative or Reform synagogues. People 
went to Shul.  Life followed the ebb and flow 
of birth, death and chaggim.   Chaim did as his 
father Mendel before him and his son Simcha 
would – “G-d willing”, do the same.    

Throughout our history, we have faced 
a relentless tide of persecution.   Centuries 
of violence taught Jewish people the value 
of community and solidarity.  Judaism was 
constant.  

The catalyst of reformation and seculari-
zation of Judaism is rooted in Spinoza and 
Mendelssohn way back in the 17th and 18th 
centuries.  But in the context of recent history, 
it was post-Holocaust where “being” Jewish 
evolved.  Along the spectrum of observance 
there was a new and greater rift between those 
who clung to, and those who abandoned faith.   
The atrocities that devastated entire com-
munities, on an individual level, often either 
intensified or diminished personal faith.  The 
way of being Jewish had begun to change.   

New ways of practice were appearing and 
diversification was beginning.  

Then, in 1948 the state of Israel was 
newly born and Jews worldwide united with 
a renewed spirit and purpose.  A collective 
Holocaust memory embraced a new hope.  
This held world Jewry together. The “being” 
of being Jewish was again substantively re-
created.   

Sixty-two years later Israel has grown, and 
blossomed, and sustains a strong economy.   
The best of technology, industry and infor-
mation grows out of this tiny piece of land.   
Israeli culture has become distinct and strong.  
Israeli’s no longer want our blue jeans when 
we visit.    They have their own style – both 
literally and metaphorically.  

Yet her struggle for autonomy and peace is 
nowhere near resolved.  Israel’s neighbors are 
no more her friends; and the world at large is 
less of a friend than ever.  The international 
community is quick to criticize, judge, blame 
and point.  That she survives despite her en-
emies seeking her total and complete annihi-
lation is remarkable.   Hope, faith and belief 
in Israel are the easy parts of being Jewish.  

But it’s not all that easy.   There are times 
when it’s difficult to condone some political, 

religious or military decisions that are made 
in Israel.  If we raise our voices to praise, we 
must too recognize when a decision merits 
criticism.  Along with Israel’s right to sur-
vive, is our expectation that all her internal 
policies be made and executed with a higher 
than average code of ethics.   In reality, that 
doesn’t always happen.   Defining our Judaism 
through our love, hope and faith in Israel isn’t 
easy.  And, it’s not enough.  

Anti-Semitisms is still a reality in our 
world.  But it has become complicated by, 
and entangled within the on-going politics of 
Israel.  We now need to work to separate anti-
Semitism from Anti-Israel.  They inherently 
overlap and so defining their boundaries are 
tricky.  This can create a chasm within our 
Jewish community.  As personal Jewish poli-
tics spread the breadth of a wide spectrum, this 
new complex anti-Semitism no longer has the 
same unifying effect it once did.  Moreover, in 
most of the civilized world we don’t experi-
ence the kind of anti-Semitism that creates a 
sense of mortal danger.  This comfort unglues 
our global Jewish community.  We have the 
luxury of disconnection, and dis-affiliation. 

For centuries we were defined by our need 
continued on page 12
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Barristers, Solicitors and Mediators
RANDY KATZMAN

B.Comm., LL.B.

(306) 653-5000
Fax: (306) 652-4171

5th Floor, Atrium Place, #510, 128 - 4th Avenue S., 
Saskatoon, S7K 1M8

CUELENAERE, KENDALL
KATZMAN

         RICHARDS&
Kosher meat is 
now available in 

Saskatoon!  
Orders are placed once a month.
To be informed of upcoming order 

dates or for further information, 
please contact Lisa at: 

lisashiffman@shaw.ca.

CANADIAN CAR CARE
SAMUeL GOLUBOFF

Owner and Operator

Off Site Detail Services
For a Booking or Quote
                                                                   
Call:

361-7269
                                                                   
e-mail:
s.a.goluboff@gmail.com

I wish to offer my 
reasons in support of 
Simonne Horwitz’s 
article in a past is-
sue of the Bulletin 
titled:  “Women of 
the Wall” (WOW).  

You may recall that 150 women sought to pray 
at the Kotel with tallitot challenging the ultra-
Orthodox rabbi’s interpretation of the “rules” 
that “women may not pray aloud or read 
from the Torah or wear a tallit…”  Simonne 
stated that the women represented “freedom 
of choice” which she further argued is inher-
ent in Judaism.  This statement reveals how 
strands of a liberal doctrine are interwoven 
within both Conservative and Reform Juda-
ism.  After all, the women are not heretics and 
there are situations in which a wholly secular 
idiom is arguably more effective in regard 
to the present conflict.  It is “reason” that 
unites the enlightenment within Judaism, but 
it is also what divides us.  All denominations 
share the memory of pogroms, anti-semitism, 
the Holocaust and significance of the state 
of Israel.  But one’s individual biography, 
at the same time, individuates moral truth in 
the same historical religious tradition to the 
point of intractable disagreement and even 
resentment with other practices, rituals and 
ceremonies.1  This situation confronts us with 
de facto pluralism of moral reasoning with the 
loss of consensus and a fractured tradition in 
the modern era. 

My initial response to this is that “all per-
spectives are rational and the seeming incom-
mensurable rival views by moral agents are 
justified by the rational standards and precepts 
recognized by their respective Traditions and 
interpretations.  “Unless they are reconciled, 
the prevailing status quo leaves one's moral 
understanding superior to another.”1 And af-
ter all, as long as different rationalities have 
good reasons in accordance with their own 
standards for retaining their moral beliefs, 
they are rationally entitled to their beliefs.  

A Response to the Women of the Wall
by Bob Sass

Reconciliation cannot be resolved theo-
logically but by the intervention of the state 
because the issue is fundamentally political.  
Presently, if goodwill is absent between the 
parties we must necessarily ask:  How do we 
obtain peaceful coexistence when Orthodox 
principles are derived by divine law revealed 
at Sinai? The revealed word stands for itself 
and stands apart from historical facts and 
underlies all reality. It transcends historicality 
and interpretation.

The appeal to the enlightenment “canon” 
and its conception of the good and justice is 
grounded on impartial inquiry, the prohibition 
of all forms of discrimination and tolerance 
for dissenting views, as well as the rejection 
of appeals to a constituted “priestly class.” It 
will likely be opposed by Orthodox rabbis be-
cause they believe their faith-stance rationally 
provides everything that is required for the 
moral life of the community. This rejects any 
notion of free will or choice and repudiates the 
rational defense by the women at the Kotel.

However, there is, nonetheless, a range of 
theological perspectives on this matter by the 
ultra-Orthodox. For example, there are those 
who stipulate privileged status to civility and 
the rights of others at the Wall rejecting the 
launching of any inquisition.2 We have learned 
that none of our “denominations” or practices 
lend themselves to reducibility or to a simple 
definition. After all, humans are irreducible. 
I question whether our intellectual capacities 
can grasp the rules or laws of an omniscient 
and unfathomable Being. After all, there 
are plural ways of knowing,3 and the life of 
the mind (thinking, willing and judging) is 
enriched by all critiques so that none should 
be lopped-off because of a regulative ideal or 
principle that judges all particulars of the hu-
man condition. It is the very phenomenon of 
thinking without pre-assumptions or precon-
ditions that is challenged by ultra-Orthodoxy; 
although I recognize that there is no escape 
from our prejudices – how we pre-judge 

events. It is our Jewish identity and unique 
experiences that define who we are and directs 
our judgments and ethical responsibility.

The present conflict demonstrates Or-
thodoxy cannot provide a universally valid 
morality and reason does not possess a 
self-sufficiency that is independent of an 
historical moral vision and traditions.  The 
contemporary philosopher Hans-Georg Ga-
damer correctly states that historical reasoning 
“must take account of one’s own historical-
ity.”  Every tradition from time to time must 
examine its relationship with “reality” in order 
to proclaim “moral truth”, or anchor their 
community in repression, confusing dissent 
with disloyalty.

My sole purpose for responding to 
Simonne’s article is that I deeply hold that the 
hurling of stones or spitting at the women is a 
paramount offence in all our traditions which 
demands civility towards one another.  This 
odious action against the women because 
of their practices at the Wall addresses the 
nature and fabric of the Jewish religious 
community; and this is more meaningful and 
significant than whether one side or the other 
to the dispute achieves a political victory by 
a lawsuit.  If the Women of the Wall win it 
will be at the cost of increased resentment by 
the ultra-Orthodox who are likely to remain 
unpersuaded by enlightenment tainted argu-
ments of “rights” by secular positivist judges 
in civil society.

The stone throwers saw the women as 
transgressors of divine law or rules. Yet, one 
only inflicts physical pain on someone who is 
weaker than themselves and where violence is 
usually part of their normal life. To hate cru-
elty or violence with utmost intensity is per-
fectly compatible with all Jewish traditions. 
Our tradition is above all else our verdict on 
human conduct after the Holocaust. There-
fore, the violence and humiliations must stop 
and the ultra-Orthodox ought to make some 

continued on page 13
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Lerner’s goal was 
“to provide an ap-

proach to Judaism’s texts and the history and 
contemporary reality of the Jewish people that 
enhances the readers ability to live lives filled 
with awe, and radical amazement at the gran-
deur of the universe, alive to bringing God’s 
presence into every interaction and every 
aspect of daily life, sensitive to the needs of 
others, respectful of non Jews, as well as Jews 
dedicated to ending hunger 
and homelessness, involved 
in efforts to promote idealism 
and to decrease selfishness and 
cynicism.”

Judaism presents the world 
with a challenge: that the 
world should be fundamentally 
changed; that the central task facing the hu-
man race is ‘Tikkun Olam,” the healing and 
transformation of the World.

Lerner asks “why have the Jews left Ju-
daism?” Judaism is not flourishing. Many 
Jews “have voted with their feet-because the 
establishment has made Judaism irrelevant, 
unjewish and immoral.” Many Jews have 
been turned off by materialism, obsession 

with money and power, a leadership that is 
not by the committed and knowledgeable, but 
by the rich business people, by concerns with 
material things in the synagogue, like fund 
raising, and by the Rabbis who do not preach 
about God, prayer, life and Jewish sources.

“Materialism has corroded the synagogue.”
“Spiritual emptiness” is a major problem. 

Many Jews did not know what spirituality 
meant until they came into contact with other 

religions such as Buddhism. To quote Rabbi 
Pavey: “If you want to meet a spiritual Jew 
you may find him in an ‘ashram’. Judaism has 
a deep spirituality, but where would you find 
it in a synagogue?”

The late Martha Blum asked Rabbi Pavey 
“would you join our synagogue if you were 
interested in spirituality?” His response was 
“probably not. The structure of most syna-

gogues is hostile to spirituality and reflects 
the feelings of the Jewish community in this 
matter.” Our members ask “ how can we per-
suade our kids not to marry non-Jews? How 
can we combat antisemitism? How can we 
support Israel?”

The structure of the Jewish community 
reflects the 1930’s and 40’s and fails to rec-
ognize current issues. Jews feel the need of 
values in life-they ask “why should I remain 
Jewish.” Jews have become affluent and have 
higher incomes than the rest of the population. 
Lerner says…”if you identify Judaism with 
wealth, then those who espouse real Jewish 
values will have no place in that community.”

Another reason for the ‘lack of vibrancy’ is 
its obsession with the holocaust. Lerner wrote: 
“being Jewish is not a perpetual Kaddish.” 
He stresses instead the joy of shabbat, which 
may be the greatest achievement of Judaism. 
He says: “let’s project to the non-Jewish com-
munity, not a  negative image of suffering, but 
a positive image of social justice-“love your 
neighbour as yourself.”

Lerner says “I believe that the process of 
Jewish renewal consists of :

(1)  insisting on spiritual aliveness (reinte-
gration of politics and spirituality).

(2)  reconnecting with the power in the uni-
verse that makes possible transcendence 
and compassion and has the power to 
recapture the moral imagination and 
spiritual yearnings of alienated, sensi-
tive and gifted Jews.

(3)  Jewish life at its centre will have to feel 
more spiritual, moral, ‘God centred’ and 
politicaly committed to social justice, 
respect and caring about the problem of 
the larger, non-Jewish world; pluralistic, 
democratic, non-sexist, joyful, full of 
intellectual ferment and open to dis-
sent, if American Jewry is not to shrink 
dramatically."

Lerner was fortunate in being able to 
discover the strength (and notably the weak-
nesses of Judaism) through his contacts 
with Rabbi Abraham Heschel, a believer in 
prophetic Judaism and founder of the Jewish 
Renewal Movement.

by Dr. Lou Horlick, O.C., S.O.M., M.D., FRCPCC

Jewish Renewal
A path to healing and transformation - by Michael Lerner. Published 1994. 

Studied by Lunch and Learn in 1996.

B'nai Brith 
Silver Plate Dinner

by David Katzman

Every man in our 
community is invited 

and encouraged to be a part of this important 
evening.  We anticipate 800 guests this year 
so this is one of our primary events to reach 
the non-Jewish community.   Funds raised 
from this Dinner support many important 
charities such as the Children’s Hospital, 
Care and Share Holiday Dinners, Persephone 
Youth Theatre and the Saskatoon Public 
Schools Foundation.  Funds are also used 
to support our own Jewish community 
activities, especially those involving our high 

school and university youth.  Without the 
women’s Silver Spoon and the men’s Silver 
Plate, we would be compelled to raise our 
synagogue dues.  Please contact Dinner Chair 
David Katzman (dl.katzman@sasktel.
net, 955-3563) if you would be able to sell 
or buy tickets.  Please contact Ron Gitlin 
(374-6330 daytime), Silent Auction chair, 
if you can provide or locate items for that 
fundraiser.  This is an evening of good food 
and good fellowship that needs the support 
of every member.

Many Jews did not know what 
spirituality meant until they came into 
contact with other religions such as 
Buddhism.
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Since I got back to Israel I started living 
in daily and weekly routine, especially now 
after the Holidays. In this routine there are 
occasional moments of wonder, which some 
can only come to be in Israel. I wish to share 
with you one of these moments I had about a 
month ago, but for this I need to start with a 
small excerpt from the Siddur:

Modeh ani lifanecha melech chai 
v’kayam 

shehechezarta bi nishmahti 
b’chemlah, 

rabah emunatecha. 

I offer thanks before you, living and 
eternal King, 

For You have mercifully restored my 
soul within me; 

Your faithfulness is great.

This short blessing is one of the first of 
blessings in the morning ritual every Jewish 
person is to perform every morning. The 
purpose of a blessing, of any blessing, is 
double: on one hand we are to recognize the 
blessings we receive are not our own, they 
are divine. As in the blessing above- we 
are to recognize the divinity of our soul; it 
is G-d himself who places our soul back in 
our body when we wake. The other purpose 
of the blessing is to shake the routine so we 
can perceive the wonders in what seems 
mundane. It’s a given we wake up. We do 
it every morning. Its no wonder, usually it 
could even be a burden when the alarm clock 
kicks us out of bed and reminds us of our 
duties and obligations. Saying the blessing 
is supposed to remind us that this burden 
IS a wonder. We just as well could have not 

woken.
The irony in this is that for many people 

the blessings themselves become routine. 
A mumble of words in tune to be recited in 
the preliminary service, every time we do a 
morning service, and for the more observant 
every morning when the blessing is said. 
The risk of missing the intention in the 
blessings is huge. It is just almost impossible 
to actually mean what we say in the prayer, 
because we repeat it over and over all our 
life.

On October 4th 2003, in the midst of the 
second Intifada, a day before Yom-Kippur, 
a young woman entered a popular family 
restaurant on the Haifa Beach. It was a sunny 
Saturday afternoon and many families were 
enjoying the local Hummus and Middle 
Eastern food offered by the Arab owned 
establishment. The woman who took a cab 
from the west bank exploded herself killing 
21 people. Among the dead were three 
children, an infant, an entire family of 5, 
four men of the Arab-Israeli staff, and other 
innocent patrons. 

Among the wounded was a three year old 
boy named Hadar, whose father Zvi was 
killed in the explosion. He struggled for his 
life in the hospital for a few days until the 
doctors stabilized him. I first saw him two 
years ago in the Leo-Baeck Elementary 
school where I teach. He was in grade two, 
and at first I thought he suffered from some 
sort of autism. He had a hard time walking 
around, his build is larger than average, and 
when he staggered in the hallways his left 
hand was left unmoved close to his body. He 
had a personal assistant, like other special 
needs kids in school. Until I learned to know 
him I assumed he was just another special 
kid.

Our school is a private school and is one of 
the few schools in Israel funded by and run 
in the spirit of the Reform movement. The 
children learn to use the Siddur from grade 
1 as they learn to read and write, and once 
a week there is a Shacharit service in the 

A Moment of Wonder
by Ziv Shahan

school synagogue led by the kids themselves.
This year Hadar is ten, and goes to grade 

four. His father’s yahrtzeit is a day before 
Yom Kippur every year. He chose with his 
mother’s encouragement to share the service 
for his father with the entire school, and so 
a day before the Yom Kippur holiday the 
entire student body assembled and sat down 
in the shul’s benches.

Hadar was the leader of the service, he 
stood in front of all the kids, his mom sitting 
front row center, and just said this:

“I wish to remember and remind the 
soul of my Father, and light a candle in his 
memory”, and he lit a yahrtzeit candle. 

And then: “I wish to thank G-d for 
surviving the bombing. Let us now sing 
Modeh Ani”. 

And all 250 children started singing as 
they do every week- thanking G-d for the 
return of the soul to the body, and I think all 
the adults in the room started weeping.

It is here in Israel that the mixture of 
Jewish tragedy and Jewish renewal brought 
back to me, and to all those with ears and 
hearts attending that morning service, the 
original simple meaning of the ancient 
blessing. I find it hard to believe that there 
will be a time I will hear the Modeh Ani and 
not remember the bold young clumsy Hadar 
laconically thanking G-d for returning his 
life to his body.

May we find happier ways to rejuvenate 
our intentions in prayer, and may all our 
prayers be answered.

Editor's Note: Ziv and his wife Noga were 
Shlichim, 2009-2010.

 Keith Thomson B.Comm. CA
 Paul S. Jaspar FCA
 Brian Turnquist B.Comm. CA
 Michael Gorniak B.Comm. CA
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•Personal & Corporate Tax Planning & Preparation

• Computer Consulting, Training & Monthly Processing
•Financial Planning & Loan Proposals

•Estate Planning   •Farm Taxation & NISA Forms
•Business Plans   •Litigation Support   •Business Valuations
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There are clearly two contradictory Flood 
stories that have been tightly interwoven in the 
Torah.  One from the Southern Kingdom of 
Judah has the personal and imminent aspect  
of God as the moving force, and the other 
from the Priestly tradition shows more details,  
a different time-line, and a more distant aspect 
of God interacting with Noah.

In the Southern Flood story, people are evil 
in general, seven pairs of clean animals come 
into the ark, it rains for 40 days, 40 days later 
Noah sends out a dove, and Noah makes a 
sacrifice at the end of the story.  In the Priestly 
Flood story, people specifically do “Hamas” 
or violence, only one pair from each kind of 
animal comes into the ark, the waters rose 
for five months, six months later Noah sends 
forth a raven, there are no sacrifices at the end 
of the story, but rather the Rainbow Covenant 
is established.

Science has begun to find evidence of a 
real Flood which may have imbedded itself 
in the collective memory of descendants from 
ancient Near Eastern communities.  This 
evidence helps explain why there are Flood 
stories among over 250 Semitic and Indo-
European cultures which have their roots in 
the Near East, but apparently none among the 
Oriental cultures of the Far East.  

At the end of the last Ice Age, so much wa-
ter was stored in the ice sheets that there was  
no connection between the Mediterranean 
Sea and what is now the Black Sea.  What is 

Noah and the Flood
by Cantor Neil Schwartz

now the salt-water Black Sea was then a much 
smaller fresh-water lake.  There are shells  
of mollusks on its bottom that can only grow 
in fresh water, and there is underwater ar-
cheological evidence of ancient villages many 
miles from the current shorelines. 

There is actually a Saskatchewan connec-
tion to this recent hypothesis about the Flood 
stories from the ancient Near East.  The theory 
is that when the glaciers and ice sheets melted, 
the Canadian Prairies were covered by a huge 
body of meltwater called Lake Agassiz.  Our 
homes, farms, and potash mines are built on 
the sedimentary bed of this ancient enormous 
freshwater lake that covered Alberta, Sas-
katchewan, and Manitoba.     

However, at some point during the post-Ice 
Age melting, Lake Agassiz broke through to 
Hudson’s Bay, and abruptly raised the level 
of the Atlantic Ocean and the Mediterranean 
Sea.  This caused the Mediterranean in turn 
to break through the narrow land-bridge at 
modern Istanbul and to fill what is now the 
Black Sea with salt water.  This apparently 
happened in a matter of only a few months.

The mollusks on the bottom of the Black Sea 
changed from those that grow in fresh water  
to the current mollusks that grow only in salt 
water.  As the ancient humans who had lived 
along the freshwater lake fled the rapidly 
rising water, they took their pottery styles 
south into the Middle East and northwest into 
Europe, and also their stories that have come 

to us as the Great Flood.  
One main lesson comes from the Rainbow 

Covenant at the end of the Priestly version of 
the story.  If one shines a white light through 
a triangular glass prism, the light comes out 
the far side as a group of colors, in the same 
order as the colors of the rainbow.  Each of 
these colors is inherent in the make-up of 
white light.

What a powerful metaphor for humankind!  
A rainbow sometimes forms after a rainstorm 
because each droplet of water in the atmo-
sphere acts like a tiny prism.  There is no clear 
beginning nor end to a rainbow, which is a 
wonderful way to characterize the covenant 
relationship between God and humans.

Moreover, in modern use of language, the 
rainbow has also come to symbolize the unity  
of diverse types of people.  It has become a 
specific symbol for the worldwide community  
of those with gender differences, and the mes-
sage of this symbol is quite clear.  

Just as the violent evil done by humans 
caused God to bring the Flood, social interac-
tions around issues of gender differences con-
tinue to be one cause of violence throughout 
the world, including recently in New York 
City.  The lesson of the Rainbow, that all 
colors are inherent in white light, helps us un-
derstand that all humans are created as equal 
parts of one worldwide family.  It is our task to 
create social unity from our human diversity.

Makom
by Dale Sands

Makom – This word 
means place in Eng-
lish. Place can mean a 
physical space we live 
or a station in life. 

There is a Midrash 
that teaches a man can 
change his fortune by 

changing his place. If a man has bad Mazel 
in one location the other location might be 
where he needs to be. 

 It seems Hashem can accomplish the same 
goal by returning a person to the place of 
birth as well.

The cloud of disaster that seemed to accom-
pany me while in the States seemed to evapo-
rate after I crossed the border into Canada.

The longer I am back in the Prairies the 
more I keep thinking I am home finally. I get 
to drive all over Saskatchewan and Alberta 
for my job and there are days like today  Oct 
12th that when I am driving along places like 
Hwy 7 and in certain spots can look across the 
road and see what seems like forever. In the 
fall the sky is just that shade of blue that is 

not too bright and the humidity is low enough 
to make it sharp and clear. I don’t know what 
it is about the prairies but in afternoon the 
clouds look like you can jump up and touch 
them. I have been all over the North American 
continent and it is only here in our Canadian 
Prairies I notice that effect. 

The one thing I do notice though, I feel sad 
sometimes for no good reason while taking in 
all this wide open space. I don’t know whether 
it is feeling the loss of the 39 years I was away 
from the Prairies and opportunities missed or 
something else.

Since I am here in Saskatoon now I plan to 
be here a while which leads me to talk about 
a city initiative called Saskatoon Speaks. The 
city is trying to get a plan together for the next 
30 to 50 years. They are involving citizens 
to see what they want and need to help the 
city grow. 

I was at the first meeting which from what 
I heard sounded like it is a good plan to get 
citizens involved. There were examples men-
tioned of other cities which had plans coming 
from the top down which did not work out 

very well. China was the prime culprit in top 
down city planning.

As taxpayers for those who own homes here 
it would be worth a look at this initiative since 
it is one of the few times government is look-
ing for direct citizen involvement.

Editor's Note: Dale Sands, a member of CAI is 
a regular part of the Shabbat morning minyan.
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YOUTH

This summer I had the privilege of going 
back to camp B.B Riback. Camp B.B is a 
wonderful place where you build relation-
ships, learn a lot, and have fun. 

Going to camp B.B was a wonderful ex-
perience.  My favourite activity that we did 
at camp was the discussion groups. Some of 
the topics that we discussed were Judaism 

Camp B.B. Riback
by Amy Holtslander

and homosexuality, neo Naziism, and Jewish 
stereotypes. People had diverse opinions and 
we had good discussions that were interesting 
and meaningful. 

Of course I enjoyed the usual activities of 
arts and crafts, canoeing, rock climbing, zip 
lining, swimming, tubing, sports, and many 
more. However my favourite part of camp 

was the friends I made, and the people I met. 
I would not have been able to return to camp 
without the help of the Saskatoon Jewish 
foundation, and mens B’nai Brith. I am very 
thankful for their assistance.  I encourage all 
Saskatoon kids to attend Camp B.B. Riback.

 

This past Thanks-
giving weekend I 
had the great pleas-
ure of taking part in 
a CFJS Social Justice 
program. University 
students from across 
Canada converged 

upon New York for four days to take part in 
social justice programs within the NY Jew-
ish community in order to cultivate a more 
comprehensive understanding of how these 
programs work and how they can be reworked 
for our own campus’ needs in order to better 
reach out and create real impact in our respec-
tive communities. My group took part in a 
Midnight Run, canvassing for Tav HaYosher 
and volunteering at soup kitchens in between 
seminars and meetings with the people behind 
some amazing programs such as the AJWS. 
We were able to accomplish a lot in just four 
days, and there is so much I could talk about 
but for me the most important aspect of the en-
tire program was the importance of food. I am 
not talking about the food we ate or anything 
as tangible as that, but rather the idea of food 
and all the connections we create through it. 

Food is not simply sustenance, but also 
community. Eating by nature is a communal 
thing that we as human beings share with one 
another. When we are trying something new 
and delicious our first inclination is to share 
with those around us. We want others to know 
how amazing what we are eating is so they 
can share in the joy. That is all fine and good 
in theory, but honestly this idea of sharing is 
not as simple as it should be. There are those 
who do not have the basic right of food. They 
are denied their right to food and thus these 
connections between individuals is shattered 

and an imbalance is created. There is no longer 
that sense of community and belonging being 
created but rather a sense of isolation. Why 
is it so difficult for us as a society to share? 
We are more than capable of ensuring that 
everyone is fed in our society, but hunger 
is rampant. Why? Why are so many people 
denied their right to food and thus their place 
within the community? There is no easy 
answer to this question because there are so 
many factors at play. 

I have stated before that food is a right. If I 
learned anything during my time in New York, 
I learned that food is a right and that is non-ne-
gotiable. We often talk in terms of need, there 
are people “in need” but a need can be ignored 
and often is. However, a right is something so 
intrinsic that it cannot be ignored or at least 
not without serious ramifications. You are 
violating someone’s basic human right if 
you deny them food. That 
is the power of stating 
food is a right rather than 
simply a need. This was 
most apparent to me while 
volunteering at Masbia, an 
amazing soup kitchen in 
Brooklyn. Aaron J. Sender 
has created an atmosphere 
of dignity and community 
in his soup kitchen because 
he understands food is a 
right for everyone, and this 
mantra transforms a sim-
ple concept of “everyone 
eats” into a place that feels 
like home, where everyone 
is welcome and you can 
walk in knowing you will be 
treated with respect and feel 

Soup’s On
by Natasha Stubbs

a part of something. Everyone is equal when 
they walk through Masbia’s doors. It doesn’t 
matter where you come from because you are 
all there for the same reason: food. The fact I 
was able to contribute to this atmosphere even 
for a short while made me feel like I too was 
connected to something greater than myself, 
that I was helping create this atmosphere of 
family and ensure that for at least one night 
everyone got their right to food. 

Amazing, isn’t it? How food, something we 
don’t even really think about in the greater 
scheme of things but merely consume, has 
so much power, the power to bring people 
together and create community, even if it’s 
only for one meal at a time.   

Hello all! The new school year is well on its way, and 

the JSA is in full swing. We have had two very success-

ful events thus far, an official Meet and Greet and the 

ever-popular Hookah in the Sukkoth, and hope to drum 

up some more fun programs throughout the year includ-

ing Shabbat dinners and such. Of course our beloved 

Screaming Chickens are back on the field ready to claim 

victory or maybe just score a few goals, either way we 

are pumped! Our board this year consists of Jon Katz-

man (President), Shira Fenyes (Vice President), Daniel 

Katzman (Treasurer) and myself (Secretary).  We are all 

very excited for this school year, and hope to see every-

one cheering on the Screaming Chickens or coming out 

to events!

Salutations from the JSA!
by Natasha Stubbs
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Happy “after Holydays” to everyone,
We hope that all of you have had time to 

recover from the intensity of the High Holiday 
events and that you are now ready for the 
upcoming events of the year. We are getting 
into our routine and we have already launched 
the “Breakfast Club”. The first meeting was 
very successful with the movie “A matter of 
size” and the wonderful audience we had (If 
you would still like to watch the movie, please 
come find us). We are just about to launch our 
Cooking class series “The Holy Pan” and we 
hope that by the time you are reading these 
lines, it too will be another success with the 
flavors of the Shakshuka and Tahina it will 
bring. We promise that we will soon start the 
Hebrew lessons, Café Ivrit and other pro-
grams. We want to use this platform to share 
with those who weren’t here at the Yom Kip-
pur services, and as a reminder to those who 
were there, a paragraph from our sermon. It 
is a scene from our favorite book “The Little 
Prince” by Antoine de Saint- Exupery, a scene 
between the little prince and the fox:

“’Goodbye’, said the fox. ‘And now here 
is my secret, a very simple secret: It is only 
with the heart that one can see rightly; what 
is essential is invisible to the eye’.

‘What is essential is invisible to the eye’. 
The little prince repeated, so that he would be 
sure to remember.

‘It is the time you have wasted for your rose 
that makes your rose so important’.

‘It is the time I have wasted for my rose’. 
Said the little prince, so that he would be sure 
to remember.

‘Men have forgotten this truth’, said the fox. 
‘But you must not forget it. You become 

responsible, forever; you are responsible for 
your rose’.

‘I am responsible for my rose’. The little 
prince repeated, so that he would be sure to 
remember’”.

We, all of us, are responsible for the com-
munity. We repeat like the little prince, so 
that we would be sure to remember, we are 
all responsible for this community.

We would like to leave you with these 
words in your mind and to invite you again, 
if there are any initiatives that we can help 
you with, please let us know.  We will do our 
best to making it happen. On this note we 
would like to congratulate Nicky Gitlin on 
her initiative to start a weekly Yoga Class.  
We would also like to say congratulations 
to Lisa Shiffman who initiated a Chanukah 

gift card class that will take place in the first 
week of Chanukah and finally to our JSA who 
decided to take it upon themselves to lead a 
Friday service. חוכ רשי (Yasher Koach) to all 
of them! Before we end, we are happy to de-
clare the launch of the Chanukah play that will 
premiere on December 5th. We would love to 
hear from anyone that would like to take part 
of the production. We hope to see all of you 
in the different programs that are happening 
in the congregation.

(Lehitra’ot) תוארתהל
p.s 
The picture is from our first road trip in 

Canada. We stopped at a gas station where 
we had the best burger in the world.

Ido & Ayelet
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As some of you know the cooking class season has began and for those who 
didn’t, well now you know. You can see the first graduates of “The Holy Pan” 
in the pictures, we learned how to make Shakshuka & Tahina – If you haven’t 
tasted you can at least enjoy the pictures. You are all welcome to join us on Nov 
8th 7pm. Who knows what we are going to make next? B’teavon (Bon-Apetit).
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TO GREETING FROM

 GLADYS & GeRRY ROSe FUND
 In memory of John Spiegler Gladys Rose
Ruth Horlick Get Well wishes Gladys Rose  
 
 YOM KIPPUR FUND
From: Elaine & Sherry Sharfe
 Steven & Leila Goluboff
 Harold & Lisa Shiffman
 Dean & Arlene Deobald
 Leona Wasserman
 Zoe Litman
 Zara Gurstein
 Seth Shacter
 Herschel & Jean Davidner
 ArnIe & Linda Shaw
 Gerald & Dianne Greenblat
 Boris & Porat Isaakov
 Patricia Pavey
 Jennie & Michelle Bobowsky
 Franci  & Gord Holtslander 

The Saskatoon Jewish Foundation
gratefully acknowledges the following contributions:

As my father planted for 
me before I was born,
So do I plant for those 
who will come after me.

from the Talmud

Your contribution, sent to:
Saskatoon Jewish Foundation

Congregation Agudas Israel,
715 McKinnon Avenue, Saskatoon

S7H 2G2
will be gratefully received and 

faithfully applied.

Congregation Agudas Israel and the 
Saskatoon United Jewish Appeal 

both received donations of $35,000 
from estate of Irene Blum.  

Plans to recognize these donations 
will be forthcoming.

Here is a recipe for a yummy healthy salad 
or meal that we all like.

This recipe began with one in The Ultimate 
Rice Cooker Cookbook, by Beth Hensperger 
and Julie Kaufmann and then I made changes 
to my liking.  Submitted by Franci Holtslander

You can make this the traditional way with 
bulgur or try this version.

1 ½ cups quinoa
2 cups water 
¼ teaspoon salt

My quinoa was prewashed, so all I did was 
rinse it anyhow, and throw it in a rice machine 
on brown rice.  Otherwise, follow the package 
directions to cook the quinoa.
Let quinoa cool

Add the following:
1 pound diced tomatoes-seed some to 
reduce water 
1 pound diced cucumbers –seed them some
3 chopped up green onions 
2 large bunches of parsley chopped well (I 
tend to use flat leaf for this)
About ½ cup chopped fresh mint

Add the following dressing: 
½ cup fresh lemon juice 
Juice of 2 limes
1/3 cup of high quality olive oil
½ teaspoon or more of freshly ground black 
pepper
Salt to taste
Add more lemon or lime juice if needed

Quinoa Tabbouleh Salad
by Francis Holtslander

from our
     

Kitchens
Congregants
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Business Slipping Away?
Maybe you are paying too 

much for your steel?
Call Toll Free:

1-800-667-5353
Bucket Service Available

New Steel and Pipe
Used Steel and Pipe

INLAND STeeL PRODUCTS INC
President: Mark Ditlove

Saskatoon

SISTERHOOD RANT REPORT
by Janet Erikson - Sisterhood President

to maintain a cohesive community in order to 
survive.  To a certain extend, the expression 
“what didn’t kill us made us stronger” was 
true of the global Jewish community - And 
is no longer

Within Israel today, a whole new problem 
is boiling, not simmering below the surface.  
The religious far right is a palpable force that 
burdens and challenges internal peace.  In fact, 
without the external conflicts, many believe 
there would be a civil implosion.   Secular 
and religious Jews are not enjoying the shared 
community the way Ben Gurion envisioned.  
For those of us watching, listening and trying 
to broker a middle ground, defining our Juda-
ism based on Israel’s picture of who is Jewish 
isn’t enough.  

And still there are more challenges to our 
self-definition.  Here in the Diaspora some of 
us are living a whole new re-creation of Juda-
ism.    Mixed marriages, and conversions are 
completely re-defining communities.  Once 
tight, self-sustaining Jewish communities are 
becoming blended and diversified.   This is the 
reality of our evolution and as such, demands 
self-re-definition.

Pluralistic synagogues like our own, are 
forging avenues of welcome and change.  
We are recognizing new gifts, and can no 
longer look to traditional Jewish models 
for all our answers.  We are creating whole 
new ways to live, pray, celebrate and even 
be buried.  We are not the synagogue of our 
grandmothers, and will not be the ones of our 
granddaughters. 

So – we are no longer a community held 
together for survival.  We are greater than a 

population whose sole purpose is the support 
of Israel.   No more can we define ourselves 
alone by centuries of tradition .  We are creat-
ing new ones daily.   We are chardi, Orthodox, 
Conservative, Reform, Humanist and Recon-
structionist, .  How do we be Jewish now?  

We are who we were before we knew to 
look – when we were too busy surviving, 
building and protecting.  We are more than a 
faith, more than a religion and greater than a 
culture – WE are a people.  

Our liturgy is clear.  Throughout the day 
we recite the Shema.  “Shema Israel, Adonai 
Elohaynu adonai echad.”  “listen” we shout 
– PEOPLE Israel, the Lord our G-d, the Lord 
is one.  We are not just calling the politically 
left, the Orthodox, or the gay Jew amongst 
ourselves, are calling all the PEOPLE.  We 
ARE the people

Philosophically and fundamentally this is 
liberating.  This may not be a wake up call, 
but it’s a re-awakening.  In it’s simplicity, it’s 
so profound.  

This message fits today. On Rosh Hashanah 
we are engaged in private and communal 
prayer.   Though we seek personal renewal, 
this is especially a time of collective rejuve-
nation.  Yesterday and today, communities 
gather to heed the call to change.  Personal 
changes are impossible when our surround-
ings don’t allow for them.  So, before we 
re-align our own Jewish souls, on each and 
every Rosh Hashanah we must define how 
we are a PEOPLE.  

We need to be reminded of this truth.  It 
won’t resolve or demystify all that separates 
us one from another, but it’s a fundamental 

clarification.  And I hope it will be our new 
rally call to growth and greatness.

We the world Jewish community and espe-
cially the Saskatoon one must re-commit to 
our people.  Whether this means a personal 
resolve, a financial membership or greater 
involvement, we need to realign our mission 
and grow.  Join, participate, celebrate, and 
create.  No matter where you stand spiritu-
ally, politically, or socially, come; let us stand 
closer as a PEOPLE.   

We are driven by a myriad of passions and 
politics.   We are a politically diverse, spiritu-
ally varied, culturally assorted, centuries old, 
one G-d, PEOPLE. 

I personally, am fundamentally commit-
ted to my Jewish family, Jewish community 
- my PEOPLE. In this coming year, I pray 
for us that we grow stronger and clearer as 
individuals, and an even mightier and better 
as a PEOPLE.

In this edition 
of the bulletin, I 
am actually using 
my own by-line.  
Malheureusement, 
there is little to re-

port but that the job is not exactly as described.  
I want a raise.  Further, all the Sisterhood 
members who wear more than one hat in this 
community should also get a raise.  Perhaps 
then, said members could afford to send a 
proxy to attend meetings they cannot.  Finding 
a date where I can get the members of Sister-
hood together without a conflict of interests 
has proven a gargantuan task, second only to 
The Middle East Peace process.  When I have 
a date settled for the first Sisterhood meeting, 
I’ll get about to the task of finding a solution 
for Middle East Peace.  (for a solution to that 
problem, I will also want another raise, and 

maybe a parade...)
Now on the serious side of Sisterhood 

reports (is there one?), as this Bulletin is-
sue goes to press, we should be finished the 
training process for our new Kitchen Helper.  
There were three strong applicants, and with 
some much appreciated help from Marsha, 
the strongest candidate was selected.  I look 
forward to enclosing a photo for the next bul-
letin. (and an easy reading, short bio of 10,000 
words, Times  New Roman 10, double spaced 
and already edited for Steven’s benefit... I 
think a mere raise is not good enough in terms 
of Steven’s many community hats...I propose 
we double his salary.)

I have given some thought to my tenure as 
Sisterhood President and what I would like to 
accomplish.  There have been some wonderful 
examples of leadership in the past, and I won-
der what I can do to contribute.   After some 

thought (and several cuts....none requiring 
stitches) I have decided that the legacy I am 
going to leave as Sisterhood president is the 
purchase of new knives for the dairy kitchen.  
Doesn’t that just move you to the edge of 
your seat?  If you have ever volunteered in 
the kitchen to cut vegetables for Silver Spoon 
Dinner Wine & Cheese Welcome, it really is 
pretty exciting news.  The last purchase was 
made approximately 20 years ago.  I am going 
to spend twice as much and hope they only 
have to work half as long before retirement.   
And speaking of retirement, previous incum-
bents of this job have all left Congregation 
Agudas Israel.  Since I have no hope of mov-
ing to Scottsdale, I had better start thinking 
of my new hat.

If you need me, I’ll be hat shopping on 
Broadway....
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any large numbers of Jewish children expe-
rienced daily prayer was at Jewish summer 
camps.  However, in that setting, the influ-
ence of Hassidic melodies and later Jewish 
folk-rock melodies was widely applied to our 
prayer-texts. 

There are issues with how these melodies 
were (and still are) sung for these words.  One 
issue is whether or not to use guitar, keyboard, 
and now even rock bands.  This same issue 
is debated in churches, as folk-rock tunes 
replace beloved hymns which had been sung 
with an organ accompaniment.

Another issue is whether there is a good 
match between the words and a particular 
musical setting.  It is one thing to sing “Adon 
Olam” to a variety of authentic Jewish melo-
dies, and quite another to sing this to secular 
television theme songs.  Does one choice of 
music reflect what the words mean, or does 
the mood contradict the text?

Does the mood of the music match the type 
of service during which it is sung?

“Nusach HaTefillah”, our musical prayer-
modes, can indicate through the music 
whether a particular service is on Shabbat 
or Weekday, morning or evening, or which 
holiday is happening.  Ideally, congregational 

melodies do the same thing - which is one 
reason that it may be good to have a few 
different melodies for the same set of words.   

One example is the occasional Shiva service 
after a funeral.  Since a funeral is not held on 
Shabbat, the Shiva service afterwards is going 
to use a Weekday text.  How do we chant that 
service?  Do we use Shabbat music, because 
that is most well-known, or do we use Week-
day music, because this service is not being 
done on Shabbat?

A general change in our society since WW 
II has been the growth of the Do-It-Yourself 
culture.  Most gas stations are Self-serve, 
many supermarket checkout lanes are Self-
Serve, ATM machines supplement bank 
tellers, and the Travel Agent has become an 
endangered species.  Even making a plane 
reservation by phone now costs money on 
some airlines, as the Internet allows customers 
to do an entire reservation themselves.

It seems to me that this change in culture 
has affected how congregants participate in 
services.  Gone are the days when clergy can 
assume that everyone in the pews can read the 
Hebrew fairly fluently, and that congregants 
will murmur along as the Hazzan starts and 
ends each paragraph.  People want to sing 

along in congregational melodies because that 
is a practical way that they can participate in 
the worship experience.

It has been said that for many congregants, 
Jewish worship is not so much a cognitive 
experience as an affective or emotional experi-
ence.  This is in contrast to many other types 
of Jewish religious activity, such as Talmud 
study, which is intensely cognitive.    

Therefore issues such as pacing, phras-
ing, accents, harmony, and slight changes 
in melody all affect how congregants can 
participate in these congregational melodies.  

It is clear that the accents of the words often 
do not match the built-in accents of certain 
melodies, and even the phrasing sometimes 
does not reflect the grammar of the text.

However, since it is also clear that since 
the main function of these melodies is affec-
tive rather than cognitive, such details and 
discrepancies become less important.  

It is much more important how a given con-
gregational melody affects the “Kavannah” 
or devotional intensity for our congregants.  
Leading our services for the last few years has 
given me a new appreciation for the power of 
our congregational melodies to enhance the 
worship experience in our synagogue.  

room for other Jews who want to pray at the 
Wall as they see fit coherent with their respec-
tive historical tradition. The matter is best 
settled by Jews in Israel.  It is not the worst 
thing for incommensurate rivalries to remain 
unresolved as long as the violence stops!

(Endnotes)
1  The argument put forth in this essay is also 

set out by the Catholic theologian, Alas-
dair MacIntyre. See: Intractable Disputes 
About the Natural Law . . . ed. L.S. Cun-
ningham (Notre Dame, 2009).

2  Can all our denominations retain the 
magnetism to keep us civilized and 
prevent the loss of niceties, politeness 
and tolerance for difference with other 
Jews?  Zigmut Bauman in Modernity and 
the Holocaust asks:  “Is morality taught, 
or does it reside in the very modality of 
human existence? Does it arise out of the 
process of socialization, or is it in place 
before all teaching starts.” (p.209) 
The Jewish philosopher, Hannah Arendt, 
argues that those Germans guided by 

Women of the Wall... from page 5

religious belief held the same anti-semetic 
opinions of those around them. (Ibid., p. 
210).

3  I am referring to:
a) the level of the scientific discourse, 
b) the level of metaphorical discourse, 
c) the realm of poetic discourse, 
d) the ontological level; and 
e) the theological level.

Editor's Note: Bob Sass is a member of CAI.
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October 29/30 Heshvan 21/22
Liba Neuman Oct 29 (21)*
Sarah Pollock Oct 29 (21)*
Baby Brook Oct 29 (21)
Esther Davidner Oct 30 (22)*
Lily Swartz Oct 30 (22)*
Richard Ruskin Oct 31 (23)*
Isaac Drabinaky Nov 1 (24)*
Bertholt Wormann Nov 1 (24)*
Nathan Buller Nov 3 (26)*
Samuel Sugarman Nov 3 (26)*

November 5/6 Heshvan 28/29
Molly Grobman Nov 5 (28)*
Sam Fromson Nov 5 (28)*
Harry Zhivotovsky Nov 6 (29)
Jack Weitzman Nov 7 (30)
Vina Silverman Nov 8 (Kislev 1)
Katie Claman Nov 8 (1)
Allen Gonor Nov 8 (1)
Louise Gumprich Nov 8 (1)*
Samuel Claman Nov 9 (2)
Zlotta Lertzman Nov 9 (2)*
Bella Spector Nov 9 (2)*
Adolf Lehrer Nov 9 (2)*
Harry Minovitz Nov 9 (2)*
Ann Katz Nov 9 (2)*
Sam Goodman Nov 10 (3)
Frank Miller Nov 10 (3)*
Eleanor Segal Nov 10 (3)
Louis Levy Nov 11 (4)
Sarah Hock Nov 11 (4)
Isadore Richman Nov 11 (4)*
Sam Laimon Nov 11 (04)*

November 12/13 Kislev 5/6 
Abraham Chorowsky Nov 12 (05) 
Joseph Katz Nov 12 (05)
Alexander Fayerman Nov 12(05)* 
Annette Sternberg Nov 12 (05)* 
Miriam Pavey Nov 12 (05) 
Dorothy Steiger Nov 12 (05)* 
Mayer Podolsky Nov 15 (08) 
Halevi Polatnic Nov 15 (08) 
Richard Blum Nov 16 (09) 
Rebecca Butler Nov 16 (09) 
Samuel Friedman Nov 16 (09)* 
Sara Sharzer Nov 16 (09)* 
Harry Friedman Nov 17 (10) 
Zelda Dachis Nov 17 (10) 
Joseph Segal Nov 17 (10)* 
Ella Springman Nov 17 (10)* 
Sally Katz Nov 18 (11)* 
Isaac M. Goldemberg Nov 18 (11)* 

Philip Golumbia Nov 18 (11)* 
Mina Flikshteyn Nov 18 (11)*
 
November 19/20 Kislev 12/13
Annie Sklar Nov 20 (13) 
Bessie Waiser Nov 20 (13)* 
Bernie Fingard Nov 20 (13)* 
Aida Soffer Nov 21 (14) 
Beatrice Hatkin Nov 21 (14) 
Nathan Shaffer Nov 22 (15)* 
Ben Shore Nov 22 (15)* 
David Teplinsky Nov 22 (15) 
Mary-Ida Davidner Nov 22 (15)* 
Morris Lubin Nov 23 (16) 
Yehudith Broudy Nov 24 (17) 
Jacob Neumann Nov 24 (17)* 
Anna T. Blank Nov 24 (17) 
Rebecca Green Nov 24 (17) 
Samuel Lifshen Nov 25 (18)* 
Mary Bender Nov 25 (18)*

November 26/27 Kislev 19/20 
Chaim Kolominsky Nov 28 (21)* 
Fannie Kahan Nov 28 (21) 
Podhorcer Nov 29 (22) 
Joseph Brant Dec 1 (24)

December 3/4 Kislev 26/27 
Resie Korber Dec 3 (26)* 
Gertrude Goffman Dec 6 (29) 
Sara Y Korzen Dec 6 (29)* 
Isaac Lubin Dec 6 (29) 
Michael Goorovitch Dec 7 (30) 
Freda Arron Dec 7 (30)*
Alex Gimpel Dec 8 (Tevet 1) 
Rena Levitsky Dec 8 (1)* 
Edith Caplan Dec 9 (2) 
Marvin Aarons Dec 9 (2)*

December 10/11 Tevet 3/4 
Susanna Hillman Dec 10 (3)* 
Tom Kovish Dec 10 (3) 
Hyman Arlinsky  Dec 10 (3) 
Martha Blum Dec 10 (3) 
Nathan Kornfeld Dec 11 (4) 
Charles Vickar Dec 11 (4) 
Helen Levson Dec 12 (5) 
Doris Mazer Dec 12 (5)* 
Israel M. Katzman Dec 13 (6) 
Leopold Edison Dec 13 (6) 
Estelle Gladstone Dec 13 (6) 
Labe Katzman Dec 14 (7)* 
Velle Bernsyein Dec 14 (7) 
Annie Handelman Dec 15 (8)* 

Ida Gamm Dec 16 (9) 
Rebecca Shore Dec 16 (9)* 
Arthur Singer Dec 16 (9)* 
Julia Singer Dec 16 (9)

December 17/18 Tevet 10/11 
Lillian Gitlin Dec 17 (10)* 
Moishe Filer Dec 17 (10)* 
Michael Davidner Dec 19 (12) 
Mary Davidner Dec 19 (12)* 
Solomon Shaw Dec 19 (12)* 
Syd Gelmom Dec 19 (12) 
Arnold Golumbia   Dec 20 (13) 
Baby Trager Dec 20 (13) 
Jacob Trager Dec 20 (13)* 
Joseph Caplan Dec 21 (14) 
Morris Ames Dec 21 (14)* 
Anne Goldstein Dec 22 (15) 
Sadie O'Fallon Dec 22 (15) 
Leon Dragushan Dec 22 (15)* 
Anne Shore Dec 22 (15)* 
Dr Sam Landa Dec 22 (15)* 
Joe Schachter Dec 23 (16)*

December 24/25 Tevet 17/18 
Gertrude Bricker  Dec 24 (17)* 
Harry Spector Dec 24 (17)* 
S.B. Levin Dec 25 (18)* 
Minnie Cramer Dec 25 (18)* 
Tsilya Gutner Dec 25 (18) 
Fanny Miller Dec 27 (20)* 
Sarah Goldenberg Dec 27 (20)* 
Harry Buckwold Dec 27 (20)* 
Sarah Epstein Dec 27 (20)* 
Irving Nisenholt Dec 27 (20) 
Samuel Wiss   Dec 28 (21)* 
Samuel G. Meyers Dec 28 (21) 
Mordechai Avivi Dec 28 (21)* 
Jacob Laimon Dec 29 (22) 
Fanny Landa Dec 29 (22)*

Dec 31/Jan 1 Tevet 24/25 
Clara Milavsky Dec 31 (24)* 
Morris Claman Dec 31 (24) 
Chaje Goldemberg Jan 1 (25)* 
Faige Bernbaum Jan 1 (25)* 
Rev David Avol Jan 1 (25)* 
Avraham Abelevsky Jan 2 (26)* 
George Meyer Jan 3 (27) 
Irving Schulman Jan 3 (27) 
Solomon Katzman Jan 4 (28)* 
Bessie Trager Jan 4 (28)*
Michael Sklar Jan 6 (Shevat 2)* 
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the American Bar Association’s Law and 
National Security Advisory Committee, a 
Research Fellow at the International Institute 
on Counter-Terrorism, The Interdisciplinary 
Center, Herzeliya, Israel, a Corresponding 
Member, The Netherlands School of 
Human Rights Research, University of 
Utrecht School of Law and was awarded 
a Senior Specialist Fulbright Fellowship 

for The Netherlands in 2008. Professor 
Guiora has published extensively both in 
the U.S. and Europe on issues related to 
national security, limits of interrogation, 
religion and terrorism, the limits of power 
and multiculturalism and human rights. 
He is the author of Global Perspectives 
on Counterterrorism, Fundamentals of 
Counterterrorism, Constitutional Limits on 

Coercive Interrogation, and Freedom from 
Religion: Rights and National Security. He 
served for 19 years in the Israel Defense 
Forces as Lieutenant Colonel (retired), and 
held a number of senior command positions, 
including Commander of the IDF School 
of Military Law and Legal Advisor to the 
Gaza Strip.

Amos Guiora... from cover
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Hebrew School
by Marsha Scharfstein, Principal

Here are some picture 
updates from our 
latest Hebrew School 
activities: Enjoy!

- Yom Kippur – All the 
Hebrew School kids met at 
the Saskatchewan River 
where they wrote down 
their sins of the past year 
on bread with water colors 
(Environmentally friendly 
of course) and then threw 
them into the river as part of the 
 (Tashlich) ךילשת
ceremony. 

- Before the 
High Holidays 
the kids dressed 
up and got 
to act out 
an old fable 
and learned 
an important 
lesson.

- The world's 
longest 
paper chain 
(relatively). The 
3 senior class 
students made the traditional 
paper chain for the Sukkah that 
started at the BBYO room, went 
across the hall, up 2 flight of 
stairs, across the main stage, 
along the wall and all the way to 
the end of the purple dividers. 
!Yasher Koach חוכ רשי

- Hebrew letter twister, check 
out how flexible these kids are.

'Till next time,
Marsha and the gang.
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Tol'dot
Birkat HaChodesh

*Heather Fenyes

Vayeitzei

*Ron Waldman

Vayishlach

*Janet Erikson

Vayeishev

*Marsha Scharfstein

Mikeitz
Birkat HaChodesh

4th Hanukkah Candle

*June Avivi

Vayyigash

*Jan Gitlin

Hazak Shabbat
Vay'chi

*Steven Goluboff

Sh'mot

*Seth Shacter

Yitzak Rabin Memorial 
Service
7:30 pm

The Holy Pan
Cooking Class

7:00 pm

Kristallnacht
Remembrance

Silver Plate Dinner Remembrance Day
OFFICE CLOSED

Breakfast Club

Sisterhood Meeting
1 pm - JCC

Kaplan Concert
2 pm

Board Meeting
7 pm

8:00 p.m. led by JSA
Oneg Shabbat

*David Katzman

 6:00 p.m. with a 
Shared Shabbat 
potluck dinner

*Harold Shiffman

8:00 service
Oneg Shabbat

           *Franci Holtslander

6:00 led by our Shlichim
Shared Shabbat dinner

*Michael Gertler

Hadassah Meeting
at June Avivi's 

7:30

Hanukkah
Party and

Activity Fair

1st Hannukah Candle 1st Day of Hanukkah
2nd Hannukah Candle

8th Day of Hanukkah8th Hannukah Candle

 If a Jew breaks a leg, he thanks God he did not 
break both legs; if he breaks both, he thanks God he 
did not break his neck.

Yiddish proverb

Amos Guiora
CAI

7:30 pm


